A2.2
Performing to a
Commission Brief

Evidence of Tasks

Publicity Officer
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Publicity Officer- Task 1 Sample Poster - colour

Productions presents…

“THE ROAD NOT TAKEN”
Where do I go from here?

TH

MAY 20

7 PM

Venue: Drama Studio
Admission Price: £5.00, £2.50 (concs)

Available from
Drama Studio Box Office 12.15 weekdays
Box Office: 028 7559988
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Publicity Officer- Task 2- Sample Ticket

VERSION 1

‘The Road Not Taken’
20 t h Ma y 2015
Drama St udio 7pm

Admits 1: £5.00

‘The Road Not Taken’
20 t h Ma y 2015
Drama St udio 7pm

Admits 1: £2.50

VERSION 2

‘The Road Not Taken’
20 t h Ma y 2015
Drama St udio 7pm

With compliments

CCEA GCE Performing Arts
Support Material

Publicity Officer - Task 3 - Programme

Productions presents…

“THE ROAD NOT
TAKEN”
Where do I go from here?

MAY 20TH

Venue: Performing Arts Studio
Admission Price : £5.00; £2.50 (concs)
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Publicity Officer - Task 3 - Programme
Join us on a journey into the unknown where Jack and Jill face decisions and make choices that will
impact on their lives forever. In this interactive performance you will help the character's decide
which road to take. Jack and Jill are two ordinary students, just starting secondary school, when
they face a choice that has devastating consequences for them and their families. They find
themselves asking 'Where do I go from here?'

Cast
Jack

A Student

Jill

B Student

Jack's Step Brother

C Student

Jill's Dad

D Student

The cast multi -role as other character's through out

Production Team
Director

E Student

Set

Mrs Art

Lighting

F Student

Sound `

Mr Technology

Front of House

E Student

Administration
Budget and Finance Officer

B Student

Education officer

C Student

Health and Safety officer

D Student

Press officer

A Student

Publicity officer

F Student
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Publicity Officer - Task 3 - Programme

A word from the Director .
As a director the starting point for me is always the text; in this case The Road Not Taken, by
Robert Frost. I felt it could be interpreted in many ways for our chosen commission which was
to create a piece of Theatre in Education. The poem is all about choices and so as a group we
began by exploring what choices would face an 11 year old. We wanted to stay way form the
stereotypical choices but also make it relevant and actively engage and involve them.

Whilst devising the piece as a company we looked at the work of Augusto Boal, which had a
huge influence on the final production that you will see here tonight. We have used a version of
Forum Theatre - where by you will be urged to intervene in the action by giving the characters
alternative choices and the actors will then enact your ideas. As a result we hope we will make
you consider careful the impact of choices and decision making.

The Company

INSERT
HEAD SHOT

INSERT
HEAD SHOT

INSERT
HEAD SHOT

INSERT
HEAD SHOT

A Student has been acting since 2007, beginning in the chorus in the school
production of Oliver in 2008 to taking on the lead role of Sandy, in last year's
school production of 'Grease' . A Student is also heavily involved in her church
choir, and was keen to include music and singing within this performance. She has
undertaken the role of press officer for this production.

B Student initially took on Performing Arts as an additional subject at A Level, but
has discovered a passion which he hopes to pursue further at university. This lead
him to joining the local amateur dramatic society, where he landed the role of Ren
in Footloose. B Student has played a range of roles over the course, but his
favourite to date has been Gregor Samsa in Berkoff's Metamorphosis because of the
physically demanding nature of the role. He has also taken on the budget and
financing of the production.
No stranger to stage or screen C Student has been performing since the age of 8
when he landed the role of the scarecrow in his primary school production of The
Wizard of Oz. He has a keen interest in film and has performed with Cinemagic as
well in a variety of Moving Image productions for his fellow students. He undertook
the role of Education Officer, developing workshop materials for our feeder primary
schools.
D student's favourite role to date was Duncan in his GCSE performance of 'Too Much
Punch for Judy' so he was delighted to have the chance to devise and perform a
piece of educational drama. He has taken on more comedic roles in previous A level
productions of Midsummer Night's Dream and The Importance of Being Ernest, so is
looking forward to playing a more serious character.
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Publicity Officer - Task 3 - Programme

INSERT
HEAD SHOT

F Student has always enjoyed the technical side of drama and has been the lighting
technician on every school production since joining the school, when he began by
shadowing Mr Technology who taught him the basics. Since then he has
undertaken work experience with the local theatre and works closely with their in
house technicians on the annual pantomime, produced by Our Town Players. F
Student was also responsible for the publicity materials for the show.

Our Thanks...
P Caretaker for transporting the set during the tour of Road Not Taken to Primary School X and
Primary School Y
Special thanks to the Mrs Art for creating the set and Mr Technology for operating the sound and
sourcing the SFXs
To A Phil, B Davids, R Goodall and S Jackson for their funding support as part of our Fund Us
Campaign a big POW thanks to you 
As always to our friends and family for constant support during endless rehearsals.
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